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Foreword 
The research described in this Working Paper has been performed by two participants 
of the Young Scientists' Summer Program 1993 and one researcher of the Methodology 
of Decision Analysis (h4DA) Project, in collaboration with researchers and YSSPers of 
the Water Resources Project. Although the three-month duration of the YSSP limited 
the scope of the research reported here, there are two main reasoils for publishing the 
outcome of this research: to  document the work that has been done, and to provide a 
basis for discussing the possibility of further research in this area a t  IIASA. 
The data  used in this research are preliminary, since data  analysis and verification 
of data  are on-going tasks of the M;ater Resources Project. Thus, the results discussed 
in this paper serve only to illustrate the capabilities of the applied methodolog>. and the 
developed tools. However, well documented formulation of the underlying matllenlatical 
programming model and of the data used are essential for using the reported results at 
IIASA and for discussing the possible continuation of this activitv. 
Abstract 
This Working Paper documents the implementation of a prototype of a Decision Support 
System (DSS) for regional water quality management applied to  a case study of the Ni- 
t ra  River in Slovakia. With the goals of flexibility and simplicity in mind, two different 
approaches and tools have been implemented and tested. First, the object-oriented de- 
velopment tool ORVAN was used for fast prototyping of the mathematical programnling 
model and for scenario analysis. Second, a problem-specific generator was implemented 
to  generate various single criterion and multiple criteria optimization problems useful in 
examining the water quality problem. The resulting mixed-integer optimization prohlems 
were solved b!. the M O ~ I I P  package. 
Provided in tlie paper are the following: a complete formulation of the mathematical 
model, a detailed discussiorl of the data used. doculllentation of the de\.eloped softviare. 
an overview of interesting results, and reconlmendations for future work. Since only 
preliminary data  were available at the time of performing the reported research, results are 
given merely as illustration of the methodology and software and should not be considered 
policy recornmendations. For the latter task a verified data set and water quality model 
will be required. 
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1 Introduction 
Surface water quality in many Central and Eastern European countries is generally quite 
poor, and the cost of cleaning up the rivers in this region is estimated to  be enormous. 111 
light of increasing municipal discharges and severe financial constraints in these countries. 
imposing "best available technology" standards or ainbient water quality standards t!-pica1 
of \Vestern Europe and North America is not feasible in the near future. However, there is 
a need to  set strategies which are feasihle in the short term and also consistent with long- 
term planning (when implementation of higher quality standards may be feasible). Thus. 
decision-makers need to evaluate the trade-offs anlong capital investment, treatment costs, 
and ambient water quality with respect to a number of constituents. 
The activity reported by this paper is just one element of a research effort undertake11 
by the Water Project at  IIASA. Description of this research is beyond the scope of this 
paper, and tlie reader is advised to consult [36, 27, 281. However, we would like to stress 
that results reported in this paper have been obtained in close cooperation with. and 
using results of. our colleagues in tlie il'ater Project. 
The  scope of our problem is a river basin or a larger region composed of several 11asins 
where the water quality is extren~ely poor. We consider also a set of waste-water ernissioii 
points. at  which a waste-water treatment plant either exists or could be constructed or 
upgraded. At each emission point, one techno log^ ( to  be selected out of the given set 
of possible technologies) can be implemented in order to improve the water qualit!. in a 
region. The  traditional approach to solving such a problem consists of looking for a set 
of plants and technologies whose implementation would result in maintaining prescribed 
water quality standards at the miniinum costs. However, such an approach woultl likely 
result in an infeasible solution because of the costs involved. Therefore, another approach 
to  the design of a decision-support system (DSS) for this purpose must be taken. 
The models and software tools being developed 1,. the Water Resources Project are 
envisioned to serve two purposes (cf [2'i]): 
'Participant of the 1-oung Scientists' Summer Program 1993 a t  IIASA, current affiliation: Institut, fill. 
Textil- und Verfahrenstechnik, (IT\'). Gruppe Test.il-Management, D-73770 Denkendorf. Germany. 
"Participant of the Young Scientists' Summer Program 1993 at IIAS.4, current affiliation: Departmeilt 
of Civil Engineering, University of Texas, Aust,in, T X  78712. 
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As a decision support tool for high-level decision makers to establish the effluent and/or 
ambient water quality standards and the associated appropriate economic instruments 
that can be enforced to control the waste-water discharges, 
To aid in the evaluation of alternative treatment strategies (technologies in treatment 
plants) and/or in selecting the most appropriate strategy based on water quality stan- 
dards and costs (capital investment and operational). 
With these purposes in mind, we propose a prototype decision-support system consistiilg 
of an object-oriented development tool and a prol~lem-specific generator which allows for 
the generation (and solution by a general purpose modular MIP1 solver) of relevant single 
and multiple criteria optimization problems. Such tools could be highly beneficial to water 
quality decision-makers in Central and Eastern Europe by enabling scenario analysis, the 
evaluation of trade-offs among several criteria, and heuristics implementation. 
This prototype differs from traditional single-criterion optimization approaches, and 
also from more recent expert system/AI approaches, though it has the potential to in- 
corporate expert knowledge as the water quality management problem becomes better 
defined. Attractive traits of object-oriented programming (OOP) and multicriteria deci- 
sion aid (RICDA) are simplicity and flexibility, which allow the user to learn about the 
decision situation during the process of decision-making. One possible disadvantage of the 
implemellted approach is that simple, linear models are used rather than more physically- 
based (i.e., non-linear) ones. However, the usefulness of complex models for management 
may be limited by uncertaintj. in system identification and a lack of high quality field 
data (cf [S, 27, 281). 
Using OOP and MCDA, the ail11 of the research reported in this paper is twofolcl: 
To implement one of several possible mathematical programming models and to provicle 
a means for comparison of the results obtained from this model with results from other 
models in~~lemei l ted  at IIASA for the same case study (cf e.g. [24, 26, 27, 281). 
To compare two ~ara l l e l  implementations (i.e., with the same model formulation and 
data): (1) using the object-orient ed clevelopment tool, ORVAN, for fast prototyping of 
the model formulation. data handling, and comparative scenario analysis; and (2) the 
problem-specific generator and MIP solver to evaluate trade-offs in single criterion and 
multiple criteria analyses. 
In Section 2 of the paper. a mathematical forinulation of the problem is detailed, along 
with model assumptions. This formulation is in a for111 most suitable for checking tllc 
correctness of the model. However, this form is different from the standard formulatioil 
of optimization problems, so a reformulation which corresponds to an equivalent MPS 
standard form is provided in Section 9. 
In Section 3 a method of examining the model is presented, followed by discussions of 
the application of ORVAN and optimization in Sections 4 and 5 ,  respectively. Sectioil 6 
contains a description of the data used. In Section 7 the results of the applications are 
discussed, and conclusions and recommendations for future work are given in Section 8. 
Finally, Section 9 contains the reforillulation of the model. 
2 Model formulation 
There are many ways of formulating a water quality management problem (cf [14, 24. 261). 
They can be grouped into two basic approaches: (1) to use scenario analysis (i.e. siinula- 
tion of results of assumed decisions). or (2) to optimize with respect to a selected criterion 
' Mixed-Integer hlathematical Programming Problem. 
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while meeting pescribed constraints. For instance, one can minimize costs subject to wa- 
ter quality constraints, maximize water quality subject to a budget constraint, or find 
a Pareto efficient solution using a multiple objective programming method for different 
combinations of criteria (performance indices) and values of reference points. There are 
also a number of variations for each of these three alternatives, including the minimiza- 
tion of investment and annual costs, as well as the maximization of several water quality 
criteria. 
However, both approaches (scenario analysis and optimization) require the definition 
of a core model which relates waste water emissions, treatment decisions, and the resulting 
water quality. Specification of the core model and the data  used for it are obviously of 
critical importance for the quality of any model-based DSS. Therefore, to  provide a basis 
for possible future work, we specify in detail both the mathematical forlnulation and the 
data  used in this model. 
2.1 Assumptions 
After discussions with our colleagues from the \;l'ater Project, examination of availal~le 
data  and of alternative model formulations, and considerat,ion of the time available and 
the purpose of the research, we have adopted the following assumptions in the model 
presented: 
1. Our water quality simulation model is very simple. Regarding the hydraulic of the river. 
we employ a steady-state formulation, using a "critical" low-flow measured in August 
1992. We assume complete nlixing at each emission point and tributary confluence. 
and we assume plug flow along the river. For the mass balances of each constituent, we 
basically follow Thonlann and hlueller [31]. We assume first-order decay and apply the 
extended Streeter-Phelps equation for dissolved oxygen. In this model we neglect ROD 
(Biological Oxygen Demand) settling and use a simplified nitrogen model. In order to 
maintain a linear system, we use a simple dilution model for dissolved pl~osphorous, 
and we neglect the effects of algae and phytoplankton. Finally, we neglect evaporation 
and sedinlent nutrient exchange. 
2. We consider six water quality constituents. The following values of subscript 1 are used 
for the respective constituents: 
0. DO, dissolved oxygen 
1. CROD, carbonaceous oxygen demand 
2. NROD, ni trogeneous oxygen denland 
3. NH4, ammonia 
4. P. dissolved phosphorous 
5 .  SOD. sediment oxygen demand. 
3. For a given river system there is a set of points (given implicitly by the provided da ta) .  
each of which is at  least one of the following: 
Emission point: waste water is discharged at this point. The  amount of discharged 
waste depends on the treatment technolog? chosen in the decision process. These 
include industrial discharges and junctions with minor tributaries, where only 
the "no treatment" option is currently considered. These also include points 
where water is apparently being extracted from the river. At these points one 
can consider a "negative" emission. whereby the constituent loads are reduced 
proportionally to  the reduction in flow. 
Monitoring point.: water quality is compared to given standards at this point. 
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Confluence point: junction point of two rivers. Constituent loads are the sum of 
loads from both rivers. 
Other points: points for which hydrological data  exist and therefore new transfer 
coefficients are calculated. The load of waste does not change a t  these points. 
Each of these points is called a node, denoted by the subscript j .  In every node the 
equations that  define water quality are defined. This enables us to  employ a formulatioil 
for the mass balances of constituents a t  each of these points on the river. 
4. For every emission point, one emission source is assumed2. At each emission node 
there exist a number of technology options, denoted by the subscript k. Included in 
each of the k treatment technologies are the option of no treatment (with raw waste 
concentrations and no cost), as well as the option of maintaining the existing technology 
(with the  operating cost but no investment cost). 
5. For monitoring points, standards for constituents 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 (above listed) may 
be set (if no standard is given for a particular node then a default standard is applied). 
For each monitoring node, a variable which corresponds to  a relative violation of the 
standard is defined. A matrix of such variables (rows corresponding to nodes, columns 
to water quality constituents) may then be used for various analyses of the resulting 
water quality. 
2.2 Decision variables 
The decision variables (which are set in scenario analysis via simulation and are corn- 
puted in optimization) are the treatment technologies to be implemented a t  the j - th  node 
where waste-water emissioils occur. Let these be denoted by r , k ,  where j is the index 
of an emission node and k is the technology choice. Since only one technolog? can be 
implemented at each point, we impose the following constraint: 
r , k = l  { ,  j € E  
k€  I< (j)  
where K ( j )  is a set of technologies considered for the emission node j, and E is a set of 
nodes where en~issions occur. 
2.3 Endogenous decision variables 
The following quantities are assumed to  be given: 
1. TAG' - maximum value of the  total annual cost 
2. E - maximum value of the total investment cost 
3,  a - maximum value of the water quality index 
4. - maximum value of the water quality indices for the I-th type of waste. In the 
current implementation such maxima can be set for 1 = 0 , 3  (DO and NH4).  
Such values are used as "hard" constraints for corresponding quantities in single criterion 
optimization. Although formally these constraints are assumed given (as in a correspond- 
ing classical single-criterion formulation), they are in fact decision variables, and their 
values are of critical importance for the existence of a feasible solution. Note however, 
that these values are not used in multicriteria optimization, in which corresponding aspi-  
 atio ion levtls (reference points) are used instead. 
2This has been done to  sinlplify the description. Actual implementation can easily be modified to 
accommodate any number of sources ill a single point. 
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2.4 Auxiliary variables 
Auxiliary variables are the model quantities whose values depend on the values of de- 
cision variables. Other model quantities (called parameters and defined in Section 6 )  
are assumed to be given or to be calculated from the provided data.  This distinction is 
necessary since parameters are actually computed before scenario analysis starts. 
Auxiliary variables are defined to ease both the problem formulation and the inter- 
pretation of results. Not all of the auxiliarj. variables will be used in every possible 
formulation of the model (cf Section 3 ) ,  but for consistency all variables that might be 
used are defined below. They are divided into two groups: variables related to water 
quality and variables related to costs. 
2.4.1 Water quality variables 
At ea.ch monitoring point a vector zoqj of water quality indices is defined as: 
where aq,l (defined by (6)  or by ( 7 ) )  is the ambient concentration of the I-th constituelll 
a t  node j, and aqs,l is the corresponding water quality standard; and set A l  contains in- 
dices of monitoring nodes. Note that the water quality index for DO (dissolved oxygen) 
is defined by eq. (2) in a different way than indices for the other constituents defined 
by eq. (3 ) .  Since DO should maximized while othel ambient concentrations should be 
minimized, such an approach allows for minimizatio~l of all water quality indices. thus 
simplifying various model formulations. 
One can consider a maximum violation of a standard for a particular constituent, 
namely: 
l E [ O , 4 ]  (4 
Additionallj,, one may wish to  consider an aggregate index of regioilal water quality 
which can be defined as 
Indices defined by (4)  and ( 5 )  - if  pos i t iv~  - show7 a nmaxinlum relative violation of' 
water qualitj- standards for the I-th constituent or for all constituents, respectively. 
A negative value of gl or gall indicates that water quality standards are observed at 
every monitoring location, and the corresponding absolute value in such a case shows 
the relative "margin of safety'' of water quality at the worst monitoring location. 
The ambient concentration of DO (denoted for j - th  node by nq jo )  is affected by several 
constituents, as well as by the saturated dissolved oxygen concentration. DO is given 
where aq,l is defined by eq. (7 ) ,  and the remaining right hand side quantities are given 
(or computed from given data - cf Section 6) :  DOsat ,  is DO saturation level at j-tll 
node, TCt1 and T C p , ,  are transfer coefficients. and Q, is a river flow at j - th  node. Tlle 
set I(j) contains indices of nodes located immediately up-stream of j - th  node (this 
set contains two elements for co~lfluence nodes and one element otherwise). Note that 
indices 1, 2, and 5 correspond to CBOD, NBOD and SOD. respectively. 
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Ambient concentrations of other constituents (denoted by aqjr) are defined by: 
In this equation, the first term represents the background concentration of constituent 
1 at node j ,  which accounts for non-point or non-controllable source pollution. The 
second term represents the load of the constituent 1 coming from upstream, so i is a 
member of the set of upstream points I ( j ) .  Thus, Q,  is the flow at point i ,  and TC',/ 
is a dimensionless transfer coefficient for constituent 1 in a segment from node i to the 
nearest node downstream, j .  This formulation is needed to  accommodate flow from 
tributaries. Note that the eq. ( 7 )  is formulated with the assumption that Q j  accounts 
for the waste flow3. If this assumption is not true then the equation (7) will he replaced 
At each emission node j there is a given waste flow rate, q, [m3/day], and the water 
quality const,ituent concentratio~ls resulting from the implementation of the k-th tech- 
nology, e117,kl [illg/l]. The emission of the 1-th constituent at  the 1- th  node is denoted 
by t , l  and is defined by: 
Note t,hat - due to  the eq. (1) - for each j exactlj' one out of Ir'(j) binary va.rial)les .rjk 
will l)e equal to  one while t,he others will he equa,l to zero. 
2.4.2 Cost variables 
Corresponding to the k-th treatment technology implemented at the j - th  node are t lle 
investment cost IC jk  and the operating and maintenance cost OA4C,k. Iilcluded in the 
technologies are the option of no treatment (with raw waste concentrations and no cost) 
and the option of maintaining the existing technology (with OLhI  cost but no investment 
cost ). 
The investment costs Inu, for the j - th  emission point are defined hj. 
The  Okh4 costs OAfj are given by: 
The  total annual cost (TAC) of each technology is defined as 
where I -  is a given interest rate, and n is a g i ~ e n  capital recovery period. 
3Tl~ i s  assumption has been adopted for the dat,a currently used. 
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Finally, one may want to consider the sums of respective costs for the whole region: 
3 Examination of the model 
3.1 General remarks 
The model defined in Section 2 can be used for several purposes. The ultimate goal of 
this research is to create a DSS which is helpful to  the decision-maker, but a t  the current 
stage the model should be used only for the analysis and data verification. For these 
purposes, available software (OR\'AN, L ~ O M I P ,  and GNUPLOT) has been used, and new 
software has been written (problem generator, postprocessor, and an interface for making 
plots) in order to provide a flexible framework for scenario analysis. 
Scenarios can be generated either by a "manual" selection of decision variables or b!. 
solving an optimization problem. For manual selections, the implemelltation of heuristics 
can be helpful. Examples of possible approaclles are discussed in Section 4. 
Different formulations for optimization problems (both single- and multiple-objecti~re) 
are generated by a problem-specific generator. M;e want to stress that optimization is not 
considered as a tool which provides "o~zt  beat solutior~". On the contrary, the generation. 
solution. and examination of various formulations help to identify factors and scenarios 
which should be considered in the decision process. 
Tools for examining results are currently \.cry simple. One can oliviously examine 
complete solutions (i.e. values of all variables listed in Sections 2.2 and 2.4). Additionally. 
a simple tool has been developed for plotting the resulting ambient concentrations at each 
node and for each constituent. Examples of such plots (ivhicl~ call be examined on an 
XI1 terminal and stored in the Postscript format) are provided in Section '7. 
3.2 Organization of software and data 
3.2.1 Model nlodification and scenario analysis by ORVAN 
ORVAN can be used for three main purposes: 
1. Modification and formal analysis of the data. As mentioned, ORVAN makes a simplified 
formal analysis of the provided data (e.g., it checks for the uniqueness of the node 
identification numbers and for the presence of flo\v data  at  each node) and provides a 
simple lvay to  modify data.  ORVAK also generates a free-format data  file that is easier 
to read and modify by an editor. 
2. Fast prototyping of the model formulation and its modification. ORVAN was used 
for fast implementation of the equations formulated in Sections 2, for data conversioll 
(cf Section 6 )  and for checking the consistency of the model with the observed data. 
3. Scenario analysis using simulation. One can easily select a set of technologies at  differ- 
ent locations and examine the resulting water quality and costs. For such an analysis, 
performance indices ( cf Sectiorl 3.3) are helpful. 
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3.2.2 Optimization 
Though one can consider many different optiinization problems (cf Section 5).  each boils 
down to  a mixed integer programming problem. This is because the decision variables are 
0-1 variables - either a particular treatment technology is selected or it is not. Therefore. 
a problem-specific model generator (subsequently referred to as t h e  gencl-ator) has been 
implemented. The  generator allows for the formulation of either a single criterion problenl 
or a multicriteria problem (using the reference point method). In the latter case the 
generator facilitates the conversion of a selected multicriteria problem to  an equivalent 
single-criterion problem with the help of the scalarizing function (cf e.g.[15]). A general 
purpose modular MIP solver MOMIP (cf [21]) is being used to solve the resulting MIP 
problem. 
3.2.3 Data 
The data  has been assembled from different sources (cf Section 6) and has been combinecl 
in one free-format ASCII file. The data file is co~nposed of several seginents containing 
groups of related data and a description of data items. The organization of the data 
file is flexible and provides adequate documentation so that its organizatioil is to easjr to 
modify. Moreover, both ORVAN and the problem generator can be easily adapted for such 
modifications. 
tipon being read by ORVAN, a formal diagnostic of the provided data is made, and 
a processed file (which is also a free-format ASCII file with a description of records) is 
generated. ORVAN also provides an easx wal- for modifying data, which call be done nit11 
any text processor. In the future. a user-friendly interface may be developed for modifying 
the data file. 
This data file is also being used by the prol~lem-specific generator to  generate (for 
a selected type of optimization problem - cf Section 5 )  either an RlPS file or an equi\,- 
alent binary communication file, which contains data corresponding to  a mixed integer 
programming (MIP)  problem. 
3.3 Performance indices 
Performance indices serve for comparing the solutions obtained for different formulations 
of scenarios (i.e., different selections of treatment technologies) examined with ORVAK or 
obtained as a result of solving an optimizatio~l problem. For a single criterion optimiza- 
tion, one such index is selected to  be the objective function, while constraints are usually 
set for some of the other indices (cf Section 5.2).  
Possible performance indices are the following: 
Violation of standards set for water quality constituents (such as DO, CBOD, NH4. 
and P) among the set of monitoring points: this is equivalent to minimizing wqJl,  j E A l  
(eq. 4)  for the 1-th constituent, 
The  regional water quality index gal, (eq. 5) 
The  total annual cost for the whole region Tot-TAC' (eq. 15). 
The  total investment cost for the whole region T o t J ~ i ~ p  (eq. 13). 
In order to facilitate both the formulation and analysis of the model. all indices have beell 
defined in such a way that a smaller value is preferred to a larger one. 
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4 Application of OOP 
4.1 General remarks 
The motivation for using Object-Oriented Programming (OOP)  is threefold. First, OOP 
provides a developer of a DSS tool with a natural representation of an application area. 
Second, OOP enables the "rapid prototyping" of such DSS tools. Third, it is much easier 
- compared with conventional programming languages - to modify data  structures and 
to consider modifications of the problem forn~ulation. 
In order to obtain a natural representation of an application area, it is necessary to 
assign an adequate object to each relevant element of the problen~ area. Accordingly, we 
have defined objects for each river, for each emission, monitoring and tributary point, 
for the technologies available a t  each emission point, and for the relevant water qualit!. 
constituents. 
Classes, which are generalizations of single objects, allow tlie ordering of the elements 
of the model. Tlie result is an understandable object structure arid a model which is 
similar to the way the user is thinking. This helps to close the gap between usel and 
developer, supporting necessary discussions about assunlptions and other decision-making 
issues. 
The  ability to define classes and to apply the related "inherztanct yrirlciple" accounts 
for most of the capability to develop prototypes in a relatively short time. For instance, 
one can provide all of tlie necessary variables (according to the problem formulatioil 
Section 2) for a class called "points". The equations (6) and (7 )  for calculating concen- 
trations are implemeilted for this class as well. Furthennore, one can define a subclass 
"monitoring-points" for which the equations ( 4 )  and ( 5 )  for calculating the water quality 
indices are implemented. Then, for a su1)class "en~ission-points" another method may 
be inlplemented which asks the user to clioose a technology, and for another subclass 
"tributary-points" a method call check the consistency of flow data. This kind of ap- 
proach is also called "programmzi~g b y  d~f l t i -cnc t  ". It means that most of the prograln call 
he written generally, and then modified or extended in only a few locations of the code. 
In each program some general functioi~s are needed. such as importing files. vielying 
results, and printing lists to file or printer. Since these functions are implenlented in a 
general way (for both classes and subclasses), it is probable that one call find helpful 
classes in already existing OOP applications, \vllich can be considered "s0.ftulat.t zcs". 
Therefore, it is possible to speed up the development of a DSS tool even more if some of 
these "software ica" can be imported from other applications. 
Obviously, this kind of programming leads to a modular software design in whicli 
redundancy of program code is minimized. Thus, making changes or extensions is less 
complicated. Changes are normally only necessary a t  a few key points. and extensions 
are often possible just by exchanging one module for a more powerful one. Of course. a 
good programmer is able to develop a nlodular program with any structured progran~ming 
language, but in OOP even a poor programmer must make efforts to destroy the modular 
structure. 
4.2 Functional description of ORVAN 
The object-oriented development tool ORVAN (cf e.g. [22]) was used for the reported 
research. OR\-AN was developed at the IT\' Denkendorf (Germany) by Christoph Plapp 
from 1987-1990. The name "ORVAK" is derived from Objects Relations Inheritance ( i l l  
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German: Vererbung) Attributes Messages (in German: Nachrichten). 
This tool has been used predominantly to develop several DSS prototypes in the area 
of production planning. l i e  believe it can be useful for water quality management as well, 
though there are several disadvantages. First of all, ORVAN runs 011 the operating system 
"OS/2", which is currently not available at  IIASA4. Also, the full capability of ORVAN 
could not be exploited since fewer "software ics" were available for this new application 
area. Finally, ORVAN is not yet connected with a suitable graphic tool. 
Despite these limitations, ORVAN is quite a powerful tool, especially when one con- 
siders that it has just 3 man-years of development. One powerful feature of ORVAN is
that it can handle multiple inheritance, which means that an object can be assigned to 
several classes and can inherit attributes (variables) accordingly. This is very convenient 
for our application because a point might have several "class" properties (e.g., a point in 
our system might have properties of both an emission and a monitoring point). OR\-AN 
supports not only structural inheritance but value inheritance as well. This is useful for 
providing default values for missing data. 
Another powerful feature of O R ~ ~ A N  is that relation names are free definable. For 
instance, one can define relations like: 
tech-0 isavai lableat  H-V3975DVA 
tech-1 isavai lableat  H-V3975DVA 
t e c h 2  is-available-at H-V3975DVA 
tech-1 is-chosenat H-V3975DVA 
11-V3975DVA is-controlled EmissionPoint 
Hence. ORVAN provides the capability of "semantic nets,'' which make the object structure 
even more understandable. Such a structure is demonstrated in Figure 1. 
1 
- 
- 
'Depth = 0.5' 
Points 
Rivers 
Monitoring- Emission- 
N-V414000D 
next 
Figure 1: Semantic nets implenlentation in ORVAK 
4The computing environment at  IIASA is based on the network of Sun IYorkstations and IBRI con,- 
patible MS-DOS personal computers. 
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In Figure 1 objects are indicated by boxes and relations are indicated by lines. The 
object "H-V3975DVAV, which is a point on the river system, and its relations (thick lines) 
are highlighted. At the same level, one can see other points which are connected by a 
relation named "next", which models the topology of the river system ( the arrow at the 
right side may indicate the flow direction). At the level above, one can see the con~lections 
to  the relevant subclasses of "Points", which enable the inheritance of different properties. 
Furthermore, one can easily see which river "H-V3975DVA" is on, which technologies are 
available a t  this location, and which of them is chosen. 
It is also easy to provide river specific default values for depth or velocity. For instance, 
the general default value for depth may be 0.5 m. It is defined a t  an object "Defaults", can 
be inherited through the "river hierarchy", and can be redefined a t  the object "Handlovka" 
with a more specific value (say, 0.3 m) .  Alternately, the developer may want other default 
values, which are not "river specific", to  be inherited through the "point hierarchy". This 
is indicated by the dashed line connecting "Points" and "Defaults". Thus, the inheritance 
capabilities of ORVAN are quite powerful and flexible, primarily due to  multiple value 
inheritance and the opportunity for flexible exclusion of attributes from inheritance. 
ORVAN has several other features which support the developer and the user. For 
instance, ORVAN provides the developer with po\verful tracing and debugging opportuni- 
ties. ORVAN supports the user with an interface consisting of menus, in which one call 
choose among various options. and masks, in which one can edit information. Specific 
help messages can be displayed in each menu or mask, making ORVAN a higlill- interactive 
system. 
4.3 Scenario Analysis 
Scenario analysis is understood here as the examination of consequences (represented 11). 
performance indices (cf Section 3 . 3 ) )  of different selections of decision variables. There are 
several reasons why a decision maker should have the opportunity for scenario analysis. 
First, it is necessary to verify the implemented model. For this reason. it is helpful 
to  create a "baseline" scenario, in which the existing technologies are considered. \tk 
have done this and have compared the result with the expectations of the Water Project 
researchers. 
Second. one should check the qualitative behavior of the model by performing a sen- 
sitivity analysis. For instance, one should expect that modifications of the reaeratioll 
coefficient have significant effects on the calculated DO concentrations. Similar effects 
(but perhaps less substantial) should be obtained by changing other parameters, such as 
the CBOD removal rate or flow rates. \Ve have done this as well, and the qualitative 
behavior is correct (cf Section 7).  
Third, scenario analysis provides a rational way of using any DSS. Though optimiza- 
tion results can be a good starting point for scenario analysis, it is not reasonable to 
provide a decision maker with one solution and to  tell him/her that this is the "optinlal" 
decision. If the decision maker has preferences as to what should be done a t  certain nodes, 
it would be very difficult to  explain to him/her the advantage of another solution. This 
is particularly true if he/she is aware of the uncertainties involved. and/or if there are no 
obvious choices of optimization criteria or values of constraints (cf Section 5 ) .  In such a 
situation it is helpful to view the consequences of each acceptable decision combination. 
Therefore, we have also provided the capability for pairwise comparisoi~ of solutions. 
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4.4 Heuristics 
Assume a decision maker is provided with an "optimal" solution or, more precisely, with a 
solution calculated by an optimization tool (e.g., with respect to one of the formulations in 
Section 5 ) .  For any number of reasons - which cannot be incorporated into the model - the 
decision maker might not agree with the selected technology at a specific emissioil point 
and would like to choose a cheaper technology instead. In order to avoid the violation 
of ambient water quality standards, an adequate improvement at one or several other 
emission points upstream would be necessary. If there are only a few emission points to 
consider, a rational solution could be found by "trial and error". But if there are many 
alternatives available, the problem becomes much more complicated, and a support tool 
for selecting other technologies is necessary. 
For this reason, heuristics implementation in ORVAIV might be very helpful. Outli~led 
below are three possible heuristics for cost minimization with water quality constraints. 
4.4.1 "Dynamic" heuristic 
The first heuristic exploits an idea similar to the dynamic progran~ning approach used for 
the same case study (cf [24. 28, 291). Though dynamic programming could be very useful 
for this problem (since water quality at a point is obviousljr not affected by any emissions 
downstream), the "curse of dimensionality" must be considered (cf [29]). For instance. 
with 10 emission points and 4 decision alternatives at each point. there are already about 
1 million decision coinbinations to consider. This problem becomes even worse when 
multiple water quality constituents are considered. Therefore, it is necessary to  make 
some "pre-decisions" while proceeding downstream from the first (furthest upstream) 
emission point. 
Figure 2: Dynamic heuristics. 
Decision combinations 
considering 1 point 
Decision combinations 
considering 2 points 
Decision combinations 
considering 3 points 
The idea of making such pre-decisions (which follows the implenlentation described 
in [29]) is demonstrated in Figure 2. in whicll emission points are denoted by (E)  and 
monitoring points by (M).  At emission point 1 there are 4 acceptable decision alternatives 
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with respect to constraints at  monitoring points just downstream. Therefore, we must 
consider all 4 for further calculations, as indicated by the filled boxes. If we combine these 
4 with 3 possible alternatives a t  emission point 2, we have already 12 combinations to 
consider. At this point "pre-decisions" are incorporated in order to  select only 4 of the 12 
as "reasonable" solutions. One way to make this selection is to divide the admissible range 
of concentrations downstream of emission point 2 into 4 intervals (ranges) and to choose 
only the minimum cost solution within each interval. Wit>h these 4 possible solutions 
(filled boxes a t  second level) one can combine the 4 alternatives a t  emission point 3 and 
then repeat the interval selection process. After repeating this procedure for all emission 
points, the "best" solution is selected, and the technology chosen at each site is found by 
tracing back up  the river. 
This procedure could easily be supported by an object-oriented tool like ORVAN. It is 
only necessary to create objects for each considered decision combination and then store 
concentrations and a cost sulnlnation at each one. Even for larger problems (20 emissioii 
points and 6 to 8 alternatives), the problem does not seem intractable because there would 
be no more than 1000 object,s. 
Obviousljl, more sophistica.ted methods are possible in order to choose the solutions 
a t  each level. Particularly: the "pre-decisions" should not. be made automatically, but 
instead the user should be allowed to int'eract with the selection process at  each level. 
4.4.2 "Giving incentives" heuristic 
In the second heuristic we deconlpose the proble~n into N subproblems, assuming that 
decisions can be made at each emission point. We refer to  decision "unitsv5 which com- 
municate in order to make rational decisions on a regional scale. 
The  procedure starts at enlissio~l point N (decision unit N) which is the furthest 
downstream. Decisioil unit r\; assumes first the worst situation: a t  the monitoring points 
upstream the concentrations of coilstituents are just at  the ambient standards. Under 
this assumption, the unit N chooses the cheapest technology which fulfills all the stan- 
dards downstream. Furthermore, this unit determines which conditions (concentrations 
upstream) must be provided so that it is possible to  choose a cheaper technology. The  
cost difference between this cheaper technology and the technology which must otherwise 
be chosen is the amount unit N may offer to decision unit N-1 as an incentive. 
The  problem for decision unit N-1 is then slightly different from unit N's problem. 
since unit N-1 has to  consider both the obligatory ambient standards and the standards 
desired by decision unit downstream. Again, under the "worst case" assumption, the cost 
effective solution is chosen, taking into account the incentives which have been offered. 
New "desired" standards and the incentives for the unit N-2 may then be calculated. 
This procedure is continued until decision unit 1 is faced with a problenl consisting of the 
obligatory standards and a set of "desired" standards. 
To implement this heuristic in a real case, additional coordination would be necessasy 
as soon as a tributary has to be considered. Fortunately, though. the equations for 
calculating concentrations need not be linear. It is only required that one can invert the 
relevant functions in order to  calculate the "desired" standards. 
'Decision "units" might be individuals or groups. Of course, a similar approach can be applied if 
decisions for all units, or groups of units, are made by one person or by one group. 
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4.4.3 "Decoupling" heuristic 
In the third approach we consider a larger problem (20 or more controlled emission points) 
and seek "robust decisions" at some points which allow the problem to be decomposed 
into smaller problems. 
Subproblem 1 Subproblem 2 
I \ 
large small range of 
emission concentrations 
Figure 3: Decoupling heuristics. 
For instance, one might be faced with the situation shown in Figure 3. At the emission 
point El0  there might be such a large emission that only the most expensive alternative is 
admissible at this point. The concentrations at the monitoring point M 10 just downstream 
might be almost completely dependent on this large emission. Since the technology chose11 
at El0  is fixed (or nearly fixed), there is a small range of possible conce~ltrations at M10. 
The subproblem, concerning all decisions from E l  1 to  E20, might be not very sensitive to 
variations within this small range. One could then check to see if decisions at some other 
points are fixed, which would allow the problem to be deconlposed further. 
Some possible advantages of this procedure are as follo~rs: 
- Subproblems are easier to examine in detail, which is more useful in the decision- 
making process. 
- Some subproblems might even be solved by exact methods like complete enumeration. 
- One can apply this kind of heuristic to other problem formulations (such as maximiza- 
tion of ambient quality with cost constraints). 
The subproblems illustrated in Figure 3 need not be completely independent. For instance, 
the interval of possible concentration levels at monitoring point MI0 might be small yet 
significant. Then, different solutions could be obtained for subproblem 2 at both ends 
of this interval, so that the decisions in subproblem 1 are not independent. In this case. 
additional coordination methods might be considered. 
5 Optimization 
5.1 General remarks 
Traditional single-criterion optimization for wat'er qualit,y management usually entails one 
of three basic formulations: 
1. cost is minimized subject to water qualit,y  constraint,^, 
2. water quality is maximized subject to a cost constraint, or 
3. cost is minimized with the costs of water qualit,y viola,tions included in the form of 
penalty functions (cf e.g.[14]) 
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Each of these formulations has severe limitations, especially for Eastern and Central 
Europe. With respect to the first two formulations, the constraints may be considered 
"soft" in that the decision-makers must also decide how much funding to allocate for waste- 
water treatment and at what levels to set water quality standards. Of course, in Central 
and Eastern Europe, finances are extremely scarce, and there is no good reason to impose 
"western-style" water quality standards (cf [26]). In analyzing the problem, decision- 
makers might wish to run many simulations, varying the costlwater quality constraints 
each time. Regarding the third formulation. placing monetary values on environmental 
quality is controversial and requires much case-specific research (cf [3, 251). 
Thus, multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) can be a valuable way to  evaluate 
the trade-offs among costs and water quality. Rather than imposing constraints (such as 
water quality or cost constraints) which may not be identifiable in the real world. the 
decision-maker can choose among different constraints and objectives, and thus view the 
problem in a more flexible and realistic manner. 
In this section, the methodology of both single criterion and multiple criteria analyses 
are presented, and the benefits and limitations of each are discussed. 
5.2 Single criterion optimization 
For single criterion optimization one of the performance indices must be chosen as a goal 
function. In order to avoid trivial and unacceptable solutions, it will also be necessary to 
introduce a constraint for another criterion. For the sake of illustrating this approach, we 
use two of the well known approaches, namely: 
1. Maximization of the environmental quality under given financial resources. For our 
model this is equivalent to  the minimization of the regional water quality index gall 
(where gal, is equal to the maximum violation of the given standards) under a gil-en 
constraint on total annual cost, which takes the following form: 
min gall 
subject to : T o t T A C  < TAC 
where gall and T o t T A C  are defined by equations (5) and (15). respectively. 
2. Minimization of costs for achieving a given water quality standard. Such a standard 
might be represented by gall so that the problem has the following form: 
min Tot-TAC 
subject to : mingall < IZ (17) 
Note that gall 5 0 implies that water quality standards are held at every node. There- 
fore, selecting = = 0 is equivalent to setting hard constraints for the water quality 
standards. Solution of the problem (17) for such hard constraints could result in costs 
which are not be acceptable. Therefore. one may want to consider  oft" constraints 
for the water quality standards, which can be achieved by trying different values of G. 
Of course, the practical use of any single criterion problem formulation would seldom 
result in one acceptable solution. On the contrary, it would require the generation and so- 
lution of many problems for different values of constraints (for T A P  and =, respectively, 
in our example). Many of these problems will not have feasible solutions and, without 
a good a priori understanding of the solution characteristics, it is generallj- not easy to 
find a set of acceptable solutions. Therefore, the application of multicriteria optimization 
techniques might be helpful in our case study. 
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5.3 Multiple criteria optimization 
5.3.1 Selected methodology 
An adequate discussion of different approaches to Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis 
(MCDA) is beyond the scope of this paper, so we will present only a short summary 
of the approach that we have implemented, namely the reference point approach. A 
reader interested in the methodological foundations and details related to different MCDA 
approaches is advised to consult one of many publications which provide a bibliography 
of this subject. Another important issue for the successful implementation of a DSS is the 
paradigm of rational decision-making. A good overview of the different concepts and issues 
related to real-life applications of DSS and rational decisions is given by Iieeney in [6, 71, 
by Rapoport in [23], by Wierzbicki in [35], by Yu in [38], and by Zeleny in [39]. Several 
different methodological approaches to multi-objective decision support and associated 
techniques are presented in [9, 11, 15, 20, 371, and the software which supports them are 
described in [9, 371. Two recent critical surveys of both theoretical and practical aspects 
of multi-objective decision making can be found in [lo,  301. 
From the user's point of view, the critical step of ILlCDA is generating a part of the 
Pareto-optimal solutioll set6. Generating the entire Pareto-set is practically impossible 
and - even if done - would result in a vast amount of useless information. Therefore, most 
MCDA methods generate a very limited number of Pareto-solutions7 and then provide a 
tool for the analysis of these solutions and for generating another set of Pareto-optimal 
solutions based on these results. One danger of these methods is that they could be used 
as "black boxes." We believe that for a water quality DSS, the best method would be an 
interactive one which enhances learnings during the decision process. For this reason, we 
have implemented the reference poznt (RFP)  method. 
The  R F P  method is based on the concept of satzsficzng behavior (also called bounded 
rationality). in which the decision maker attempts first to improve the criterion which 
shows the worst performance (cf e.g.[18]). This method has two noteworthy advantages 
over other MCDA methods. First, the R F P  method does not rely on explicit weighting 
of criteria, which can often be difficult for the decision-maker and lead to confusing re- 
sults (cf e.g.[34]). Second, in contrast to multi-attribute utility theory, the R F P  method 
does not require the identification of a utility furtction, which requires that all decision 
outcomes be aggregated to  a single value. To estimate such a function, if even possible, 
the decision maker must answer many questions and make many pairwise comparisons. 
Many times, this does not remarkably increase the usefulness of optimization in DSS. 
In practice, the R F P  method may be summarized in the following stages: 
1. The  decision maker (DM) specifies a number of criteria (objectives). In typical applica- 
tions there are 2-7 criteria. For an LP problem a criterion is often a linear combination 
of variables, but criteria may have other forms for specific applications (cf e.g. [IT]). 
2. The DM specifies an aspiration level q = {ql, . . . , q.vc), where q, are the desired values 
for each criterion, and ATC is a number of criteria. In some applications the DILl may 
'Efficient, or Pareto-optimal, solutions are those for which an improvement in the value of one criterion 
cannot be attained u~i t~hout  worsening the value of at least one other criterion. 
7 ~ e  do not discuss here approaclies hased on t,he idea of coilverting a multi-criteria problem int,o a 
single-~rit~erion one by summing up weighted criteria. Tlle prinlary reasons for avoiding t,his approach 
are summarized in [34]. 
'That is, understanding the correspondence betweell the aspirations (represented by desired values of 
criteria) of a user and the attainability of such aspiratio~is. Siuce aspirations are usually not at,tainable. 
a user has to  learn (using the mechanisms of tlie RFP nletliod) liow to  adjust. aspirations in order t.o find 
a feasible solution which best meets his/her expectations. 
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additionally specify a reservation level, which is composed of the worst values of criteria 
that a DM would like to  accept. 
3. The underlying formulation of the problem is the minimizationg of an (piece-wise 
linear) achievement function which can be interpreted as an ad-hoc non-stationary ap- 
proximation of the DM'S value function dependent on the currently selected aspiratio11 
levels. Then, the problem is transformed by the DSS into an auxiliary parametric 
single-objective problem, the solution of which gives a Pareto-optimal point1D. If a 
specified aspiration level q is not attainable, then the Pareto-optimal point is the near- 
est (in the sense of a Chebyshev weighted norm) to  the aspiration level. If the aspiratioil 
level is attainable, then the Pareto-optimal point is uniformly better than q. There- 
fore, this approach may be considered an extension of goal programming. Properties of 
the Pareto-optimal point depend on the localization of the reference point (aspiration 
level) and on optional weights1' associated with the criteria. Some applications offer 
the option of computing weights based on the utopia and nadir points12, which u s u a l l ~ ~  
provide for proper scaling in the criteria space. It is reasonable to  expect the values of 
each criterion to lie between the utopia and nadir points. 
4. The DM explores various Pareto-optimal points by changing either the aspiration 
level q, the weights attached to criteria, and/or other parameters related to the defi- 
nition of the multicriteria problem. 
5. The procedure described in points 2, 3 and 4 is repeated until a satisfactory solutioii 
is found. Additionally, the user can temporarily remove a critesion (or a number of 
criteria) from the analysis. This results in the computation of a Pareto optimal point 
with respect to  the remaining "active" criteria, but values of criteria that are 1101 active 
are still available for review. 
Thus, multiple criteria optimization with the reference point method call be thought of as 
inverse simulation: rather than repeatedly adjusting the decision variables to determine 
acceptable states, the user chooses desired states and determines the resulting values of 
the decision variables. This provides a useful complement to scenario analysis. 
A more formal presentation of the technique outlined above can be found in [ I l l ,  and 
for methodological foundations of the R F P  method, one should consult [13, 33, 361. This is 
just an example of a possible approach which has proven to be useful in many application 
areas (cf [15] for a summary). The software packages described in [16] implement this 
methodology for different types of mathematical models. 
5.3.2 Formulatioll of multicriteria problems 
In order to illustrate an applicat,ion of the R F P  method to the considered problem, we 
examine two formulations of the multicriteria problem. The  first corresponds to the 
single-criterion problems formulated in Section 5.2, and the second to a more realistic 
five-criteria problem. 
"t can be also formulated as maximization problem, depending on the interpretation of tmhe achieve- 
ment function. 
''For the sake of brevity we will refer to properly Pareto-opt.ima1 solutions as Pareto solutions (unless 
otherwise mentioned). A pareto-optimal point is coillposed of values of all crit.eria for a correspoilding 
Pareto-opt,imal solution. 
"Here, weights should not be confused with weight,s used to convert a multi-criteria optimization 
problem into a single-objective problem (cf e.g. [17, 341 for the discussion of related problems). 
12Utopia and nadir point are composed of tlie best and worst values for each criterion out. of t l ~ e  set 
of all Pareto-solutions. One sl~ould note that  finding a utopia point can be done by computing "selfis11 
solutions" (creat,ing a pay-off table) but finding a nadir point. may be difficult (cf e.g. [5]). 
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For the two-criteria, problem, the following criteria are used: 
minimize TAC 
a minim~ze gall 
whereas for the five-criteria problem the criteria are as follows: 
minimize Tot -IC 
minimize T o t Y A C  
a minimize gall 
minimize go 
minimize g3 
Admittedly, the two-criteria problem is of limited usefulness for making a final decision. 
The use of gall as a "universal" water quality index is questionable. For instance, because 
of the data and model assumptions we have used, phosphorous practically controls the 
value of gall so that there is no mechanism for increasing DO concentrations. However, we 
have chosen this formulation only to demonstrate how MCDA can be applied for examin- 
ing the overall trade-offs between cost and water quality. The two criteria formulation is 
also useful for solving the problem of minimization of costs with soft constraints on water 
quality. 
Once experience is gained with the illode1 and with the RFP method applied for the 
two criteria case study, though, one should consider also the five-criteria problem. In 
this formulation, two key constituents (DO and NH3)  are considered as separate criteria. 
gall is included to allow consideration of the other constituents, and the investment cost 
tot-11zv is a criterion in addition to the total annual cost tot-TAC. 
Both multicriteria problem formulations are composed of the above objectives, equa- 
tions (1) through (7) .  and equations (9 )  through (15). Note that these equations involve 
only the constraints related to the transport of constituents in a river and to the defini- 
tions of variables. Therefore, none of the decision variables is constrained by a quantity 
which is in fact an edogenous decision variable (such as a maximum available budget or an 
acceptable constituent concentration). However, due to the nature of the RFP met hod, 
one can examine various Pareto-optimal solutions which represent compromises between 
costs and water quality. The basic advantage of this approach is that it provides a nat- 
ural way to generate a new scenario (by setting a new RFP)  witliout facing the risk of 
infeasibility. 
5.3.3 Solving the multicriteria probleim 
A Pareto-optimal solution can he found by the minimization of the achievement scalarizi ng 
function in the form 
N C  
max (tl)i(qi - 6)) f Em C Wiqi -$ lnill 
i= l ,  ..., hrC 
1=1 
(1s)  
where A'C is number of considered criteria13. This form of the achievement function 
is a slight modification of the form suggested by Wierzbicki [33]. Note that for E, = 0 
only weakly Pareto-optimal points can be guaranteed as minimal points of this function. 
Therefore, the use of a very small E, results (except in situations in which reference 
point has some specific properties) in properly Pareto-optimal solution with trade-off 
coefficients bounded approximately by &,Arc and l/c,ArC. If E, is very small, these 
properly efficient solutions might not differ significantly from weakly efficient (Pareto 
13Not.e tha t  the constant term (-wig,) was dropped from sumn~at ion in t8his equation. 
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optimal) solutions. On the other hand, too large a value of em could drastically change 
the properties associated with the first part of the scalarizing function. For details of 
the conversion of the multicriteria problem with the help of the achievement scalarizing 
function, consult e.g. [17]. 
The first step in the analysis is to determine the utopia point and an approximation of 
the nadir point. These are determined by finding the "selfish solution" for each criterion. 
For instance, the utopia point value for T o t Y A C  can be found by solving the single 
criterion problem of minimizing Tot Y A C  without constraints on the water quality. 
Preliminary computations of the utopia and nadir points show that  the problem, as 
formulated, is already well scaled. Therefore, we implement a very simple scheme for 
determining the weights used in the scalarizing function ( I s ) ,  using only the reference 
point values to automatically scale these weights as follows: 
where r f pi and ul; are values of i - th  reference point conlponent, and a.maxl() is defined 
as : 
anlaxl(x)  = max( l . ,  fabs(z))  (20) 
where fabs(x) is a standard library function which returns the absolute ~ a l u e  of its argu- 
ment. 
6 Data used for the prototype 
All of the primary data used in our simulatiolls have been obtained from the Water 
Resources Project at  IIASA. The data are preliminary and are used exclusively for testing 
the model formulation and the software being developed. 
6.1 Uncertainty 
Uncertainty in data and system identification are major concerns in an!, water quality 
modeling effort, and we can identify many sources of error/uncertainty in this stud!.. 
Though using the best available data. we are aware that great deal of effort is being made 
by colleagues in the Water project to collect and verify more complete, coherent data. 
The uncertainty stems from at least several factors, including the following: natural 
variability, measurement and analysis error, lack of knowledge of water quality processes, 
and the failure to  identify non-point or small point source emissions in the river, as well as 
extractions from the river (cf [l ,  81). The first two sources of error (measurement/analj~si~ 
error and natural variability) are apparent in the data received from a Slovakia agency 
(cf [28, 291 for details). Analyses were performed in two different labs, and results were 
often quite different. Even for analyses performed in the same lab, different values were 
obtained for samples taken at different times of the day. For example, at one monitoring 
point measured DO concentrations (analyzed in the same lab) ranged from 3.1 to 9.2 
mg/l over the course of 12 hours. Also, for samples taken at the same time, the two labs 
reported DO concentrations of 9.2 and 7.9 mg/l, respectively. The second two sources of 
error (system and source identification) are discussed in a paper by Iioivusalo [s]. In this 
paper, the authors defined "error toads" to account for unknown discharges or tributaries. 
and in some cases these loads were greater than any single known discharges. 
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The effects of this uncertainty can he seen in model calibration. Koivusalo [8] cal- 
ibrated a simple Streeter-Phelps model and determined a value for the deoxygenation 
coefficient (CBOD decay rate coefficient) of 0.0488/day for the entire river. Masliev [19] 
calibrated an extended Streeter-Phelps model and determined a value of 0.72/da~., more 
than an order of magnitude greater. Also, both parameter estimates are far from the 
literature values of 0.2-0.3/day (cf [31]). 
Obviously, the uncertainties are being considered during the on-going process of data 
verification. We mention them here as a basic argument for our statement that the results 
discussed in this Working Paper are solely for illustrating the developed software and 
suggested methodology, and by no means should they be interpreted as recommendations 
for the Nitra River Case Study. 
6.2 List of Data 
The following list is provided to summarize our data  sources and corresponding model 
variables. From a survey perfornled by Slovakia11 agencies on 25-26 August 1992: 
I<A4, - distance of each node from tJhe mouth of the river on which it is located, X-nt 
TR, - tra.ve1 time to each node from the first. surveyed point upstream, haul-s 
Qj - river flow a t  each node, m3/day 
y j  - waste flow at each emission point, m3/da,y 
Tj  - temperature of the river at  each node, C' 
CBOD5j  - 5-day CBOD concentration at each node, nzg/l 
NH4, - ammonia concentration at each node, inyll  
Pj - dissolved phosphorous concentration at, each node, nzgll 
Note: CBOD5, NH4, and P are measured in the river at  monitoring and conffuence 
points, and in the waste stream a t  emissioil points. 
From a QUAL2E modeliilg study (cf [2]): 
11, - velocity at each node j,  nz/s 
h, - depth of water a t  each node, m 
From the calibration of an extended Streeter-Phelps model (cf [19]): 
ICo - average reaeration rate coefficient for the entire Nitra River, /day 
IC1 - average CBOD removal rate for the entire river, /day 
I<z - average NBOD removal rate for the entire river, /day 
And. from expert estimates of treatment costs and efficiencies (cf [28]): 
en,,, - effluent concent ration of each constituent resulting from each technology, n2y / l  
ICj',k - investment cost of each treatment technology a t  each emission point, (in 10VJSS)  
OMCIk - operating cost of each treatment technology a t  each emission point, (in 10' US$) 
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6.3 General comments 
Measured flows (emissions and in the river), travel times, temperatures, and pollutant 
concentrations (CBOD-5, N02,  N03,  NH4, P, P 0 4 )  were obtained from a survey done 
by the Slovakian agency on 25-26 August 1992 (cf [28, 291 for details). CBOD-5 and 
water balances were done on the data  for Nitra river kilometers 6.5 to  132.5, but not it? 
important tributaries ( the Handlovka, Zitava, and Stara Nitra Rivers). Even so, there is 
a t  least one stretch of the Nitra where an unexplained loss of water occurs, and travel 
time is not available. 
For this stretch of the Nitra (river kilometer 65.25 to 91.1) we relied on velocity esti- 
mates from a hydraulic modeling exercise using QUAL2E. QUAL2E estimates of depth 
and velocity were also used to calculate the reaeration rate Iio (cf [2]). Along the trib- 
utaries, where morphometry data  is not available so no estimates of depth and velocity 
were made, we simply assumed I i o  = 4.0 /day. 
The  reaeration coefficient ( I io)  and the CBOD and NBOD decay rates (K1 and Iiz, 
respectively) used in our model were obtained from the calibration of an extended Streeter- 
Phelps model. The methodology of calibration was the Hor~lberger-Spear-\'oung (HS17) 
approach, based upon the Monte-C'arlo technique (cf [I]) .  The result was a single value 
for the coefficients for upper part of the Nitra River, kilometer 91.1 to  132.5 (cf [19]). 
Again, a t  the time of our analysis, calibration for the rest of the Nitra and its tributaries 
was not possible, so we simply used these same rate estimates along these reaches. 
Site-specific data for different treatment technologies was also compiled by the Water 
Resources Project. The  data  included waste flow capacity, investment and operating costs, 
and the constituent concentrations resulting from each technology (cf [28]). M'e obtained 
data  for ten municipal discharge sites, but only considered nine sites in our model due to  
a lack of flow data. 
6.4 Implemented data conversion 
Several data items are provided in a form that requires simple conversions before using 
them in the model. Such conversions are listed below for the sake of documentation. 
The  water quality data  includes values of 5-day BOD (CBOD5) and amnlonia (KH.2). 
from which we can calculate ultimate CBOD enlissions ~177,~: 
wllere Iil, is the CBOD removal rate [/day] at emission point j (cf eq. (2G), and NBOD 
emissions emjz: 
einj2 = cr * enlj3 3 E E (22) 
where the coefficient cr is estimated from the stoichiometry of the nitrogen-oxygen cycle 
and is equal to  a number between 0.0 and 4.57. Using a = 4.57 would represent a 
"worst-case" assumption (i.e., all of the ammonia immediately consumes oxygen). Me 
assumed cr = 2.0, but this value should really be determined through model calibration. 
Travel times TR,, in hours, are provided for each node from the farthest upstream 
measurement point. For each river and for all hut the last nodes, a difference of those 
quantities is computed, converted into da3.s and stored as TR,. For the last node (on 
each river) the travel time is computed from the velocitj. at this node and the distance 
of this node from the confluence node. 
Me assume that the sediment oxygen demand [ g / ~ i ~ ~ - d a ~ ]  is constant along the river 
SOD, = 1.5 (23) 
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For several data, items, we have provided for the possibility of using default values 
whenever a value is not available. In the presented implementation the following defaults 
are used: 
Q j  - a sum of upstream values a t  a, confluence node, otherwise a weighted (by distances) 
average of the nearest upst'ream and downstream values ( i f  one of t'hem is not, 
available, then the other one is assumed instead of the avera,ge), 
Thanks to  the organization of the software, tlie list of data items for which defaults is 
used can be easily modified. 
6.5 Calculated parameters 
Several parameters used in the model formulatio~l are calculated in advance from the 
provided data.  These calculations are as follows: 
The saturated DO concentration, DOsat, ,  is empirically defined as 
DOsat,  = exp(- 139.344 + 1 .5i5ie5/TJ - 6.6423ci/T: + 1.2438e10/T; - 8 .622~1  l/T:) 
(24) 
where T, is the temperature (converted to Iielvin scale) at  the j - th  node. 
Assuming first-order decay, the transfer coefficients in equations (6, 7. 8 )  are defined as 
follows: 
TC,, = e.rp(-I<,,TR,) 1 E [0,4] (25) 
where I<[, is a temperature-dependent deca!, rate [/day], and TR, is the travel time (in 
days) in river segment that starts at node j .  
We treat ammonia ( N H 4 )  and NBOD synonymously. Their co~lcentrations differ by a 
factor of cu (cf eq (22))  and their decay rates are the same (I<2, = I<3,). Also, we will 
treat phosphorous as a conservative nutrient (K4, = 0).  
Each of the decay rates in the transfer coefficients are temperature-dependent. The  rate 
coefficients (for 20°C) and temperature corrections are given as follo~vs: 
where pl = 1.04 and p2 = 1.08. The reaeration rate (KO) is also dependent on the 
hydraulic. of the river so that (cf [19]): 
where v, is the average velocity [m/s]. h, is the depth [m], and T, is the temperature [C]. 
The values of coefficients I<$), I<:, and provided in the data  file (cf Section 6.2) 
are for 20°C. 
The  effects of the oxygen-demanding constituents on the DO concentratio~l are repre- 
sented by different transfer coefficients than calculated in (25). We denote these by 
TCp,, and define them as follows: 
TCpJ1 = [I<I,/(Iio, - I< l , ) l [cx~(- I<~,TRj)  - exp(- I<o,TR,)] (2 s )  
TCpJ2 = [I<z,/(I<~~ - I i z 3  )] [€XI)(- Ii2,TR3) - exp(- I io ,  TR, )]  (29) 
TCpJ5 = (Iio,/h,)[l  - e.rp(-I<o,TR,)] (30) 
where h, is the depth [m] of the river. 
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6.6 Availability of data 
The data  used in the reported research is not listed here because the data  set is quite 
large and it will soon be modified substantially. A reader interested in the data used in 
this research should contact M. Makowski by e-mail (marekQiiasa. ac .at). 
7 Discussion of results 
In this section we present some results from scenario analysis with ORVAN and frolll op- 
timization with the problem generator and MOMIP. In no sense are these results "com- 
plete", nor should they be used for policy recommendations. They merely demonstrate 
the capabilities of the decision support tools investigated. 
7.1 Scenario Analysis with ORVAN 
The plot shown in Figure 4 shows DO concentrations for four of the scenarios generated 
by ORVAN. The labels (1: 2, 3,  4 )  for the curves represent the following four scenarios: 
140 130 120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 
kni of Nitra river 
Figure 4: DO concentrations for 4 scenarios. 
1. Do Nothing: No treatment occurs along the river, representing the worst-case condi- 
tion. Total annual cost and investment cost are zero. 
2. Baseline: The  existing treatment technologies are used at each emission point. Total 
annual cost is 5.39 [lo6 USS], and investment cost is zero. 
3. Do Something: Some new treatment technologies are implemented, requiring a total 
annual cost of 12.5 [10"US$]. and an investment cost of 37.4 [lo'' ITSO]. 
4.  Do All: The best available treatment technologies are implemented at each point. This 
is very expensive, requiring a total annual cost of 21.74 [lOWSO] and an invest~nent 
cost of 86.3 [lo6 US$ ] 
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Each scenario was generated using the same reaeration and deoxygenation coefficients 
(116 = 2.7 /day and Ii'r = 0.72 /day, respectively). 
Several interesting things are shown in Figure 4. First, we note that the baseline sce- 
nario results in much better water quality than the "do nothing" case. Thus, although 
financial resources are scarce in Slovakia, the existing treatment is highly beneficial. We 
also see an appreciable improvement in water quality when some new treatment technolo- 
gies are implemented. but (for most of the river) little more is gained by implementing 
the best available treatment. Also of great interest are reaches along the river where 
water quality is apparently quite unaffected by the technology chosen. This is to  be ex- 
pected downstream of large, uncontrolled emissions, providing incentive for a closer look 
a t  decomposition heuristics as presented in Section 4.4. 
Figure 5 again shows the results of four scenarios, but these differ only by the value of 
the reaeration coefficient. The  same technologies are implemented for each scenario, but 
values for the reaeration coefficient ranged as indicated in the caption. 
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km of Nitra river 
Figure 5: DO concentrations for different values of the reaeration coefficient: [I]-  1.7, [%]- 
2.7, [3]- 3.7. [4]- 4.7, per day, respectively. 
Though we have already discussed the uncertainties iilvolved in the data  used in our 
model (cf Section 6) ,  Figure 5 allows us to quantify this uncertainty to  some degree. We 
see that relatively small variations in the reaeration coefficient result in dramatic changes 
in simulated DO concentrations, especially where waste loads are higli. One can recognize 
the overall uncertainty in the model results when sensitivity analysis is perforined on other 
parameters. However, DO concentration is most dependent on the reaeration coefficient, 
so we show only the dependence on II'~ here. In any case, this uncertainty should be rnade 
evident in the decision-making process, and scenario analysis is perhaps the method most 
understandable to  the decision-maker. 
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7.2 Optimization 
Figures 6 and 7 show the results (for DO a.nd NH4 concentra.tions, respectively) of a 
single criterion optimization in which gall is minimized with a. constraint on TAC, ranged 
a.s indicated in the captions. The value of gall is calculated using the following standards: 
aqso = 6.0 mg/l 
aqsl = 20 mg/l 
aqs2 = 30 mg/l 
aqs3 = 6.0 mg/l 
aqs4 = 1.0 mg/l 
-6 
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km of Nitra river 
Figure 6: DO concentrations for different constraint values for TAC (in [ loG ITS$]): [l] - 
3.0, [2] - 5.0, [3] - S.0, [4] - 12.0 
Figure 6 illustrates some results from optimization which are comparable to  silnulatioll 
results presented in Figure 4. Again, we see a great improven~ent in water quality for the 
first increment of financial allocations, but diminishing returns for higher spending. The  
same is true for Figure 7, which shows only a minor decrease in NH4 concentrations with 
spending increases above 3.0 lo6 USS/year. Of course, small changes could be significant 
if there exists, for instance, a "threshold" which is essential for protecting human health 
or the habitat of aquatic species. 
A notable difference in Figure 6 is that DO is below zero in some places. This occurred 
because constraining DO to  a non-negative value would have required a substantial refor- 
mulation of our model and extensive changes to the generator. In a physical sense, these 
negative DO concentrations show where complete deoxygenation (anoxic conditions) oc- 
cur along the river. Such conditions may well exist in the Handlovka River, which flows 
into the Nitra River at  the point where our analysis of the Nitra starts. Of course, an 
alternative to  imposing a non-negatil-ity constraint on DO in the model is to examine the 
Handlovka River separately and to assume initial point conditions for the Nitra using the 
results of this examination. 
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Figure 7: NH4 concentrations for different constraint values for TAC (in [lo6 USS]): [l] - 
3.0, [2] - 5.0, [3] - 8.0, [4] - 12.0 
We could show similar plots for the second formulation of the single criterion prob- 
lem (17) in which T.4C is mininiized \<lit11 given constraints on gall.  Ho\vever, such an 
analysis would provide basicall? the same information. 
Of greater interest is the two-criteria formulation, in which the trade-off between TAC' 
and gall can be analyzed with the reference point method. lye start by calculating the 
utopia and nadir points. which are found to be (TAG' = 0, gall = 0.67) and (TAC = 18.26, 
gall = 14.4), respectively. Note that TAC is given in [lo6 US$], and gall represents the 
maximum (over all monitoring points and for all types of constituents) relative violatioil 
of a standard1" 
I The pa\--off table for 2 criteria problem 1 
I Criterion I Criterion value I 
I minimized / TACl g-all 1 
Using these values to guide our selection of reference points, we have computed s e v  
era1 Pareto-optimal points to illustrate the Pareto set, as shown in Figure 8 (for a real 
application more solutions should be used for such plot). One should note that for a 
MIP problem a Pareto set is composed of points. Therefore. there is actually no con- 
tinuous Pareto surface as might be implied by the plot in Fig. 8. However, this plot 
provides not only insight to the chara,cteristics of the Pa.reto set, but also il1ustra.t.e~ an 
example of a surface spanning a Paret,o set which is not convex. This is important be- 
cause none of the Pareto-optimal solutions located on the concave port,ioil of the plot (for 
14Therefore, gall = 14.4 means that a t  some node a violation of the standard of one constituent was 
equal to  14.4 times the given standard value. 
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Figure 8: An illustration of the Pareto set for the two-criteria problem 
TAC E [4.1, 6.91) can be found if the multicriteria problem is aggregated into a single- 
criterion problem with weights. Similarly, it would be difficult to find Pareto-optimal 
solution for TAC E [1.14, 9.953) which is (cf the following arguments) the most interest- 
ing range of TAC that should be examined. 
One can draw some conclusions even upon a rough analysis of the Pareto set illustrated 
by Figure 8. To facilitate the discussion, let us collsider the plot on this Figure as an 
approximation of a function f such that TAC = f ( g a l l ) .  We expect that such a function 
would be decreasing, but it is interesting to note domains of the function in which the 
absolute value of the derivative of the function (which illustrates the "speed" of its de- 
creasing) is large, moderate, and small. For the two extreme segments of the function, the 
values of the derivative are 7.43 and 0.005, respectively. One can expect rational solutions 
for TAC to  belong to the sub-domain of moderate values of the function derivative. In 
a physical sense, this means that one would likely choose to  increase spending onl~r as 
long as significant pollution reductions continue to be seen. Another significant result is 
that for a given set of considered technologies (and assuming correctness of da ta ) ,  eve11 
the most expensive solution would result in a substantial (67% of the standard value) 
violation of a standard. 
Finally, we present some more detailed results from the analysis of the 5-criteria prob- 
lem. 
An illustration of the Pareto set for the 5-criteria problem is given in Figure 9, which 
illustrates a projection of the Pareto set (based on 10 Pareto-optimal solutions) for 2 se- 
lected criteria (violation of DO and NH4 standards) plotted against minimization of TAC 
criterion. Also plotted is the maximum violation of standards by other constituents 
(CBOD, NBOD, and P ) .  
One can observe that the range of TAC for which one should expect interesting trade- 
offs is narrower than for the two-criterion problem. Analysis of results for the IC criterion 
would probably make this range even smaller. Again, the non-convexity of the Pareto 
"surface" is apparent. This further illustrates (see also Figure 8)  our reluctance to use 
any approach based on the idea of aggregation of criteria into one criterion with the hell) 
of weights. More detailed arguments that support our point of view can be found in [:34]. 
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Figure 9: An illustration of the Pareto set for three criteria (TAC, DO, NH4). Violations 
of standards for other constituents are added for conlparison. Units are lo6 US$ and 
(dimensionless) relative violations of standards. 
With 5 criteria, it useful first to compute a. "pay-off table" which shows the criteria 
values obtained from selfish solutions. This is shown in the following table. 
The pay-off table for 5 criteria problem 
Criterion I Criteria value 
Nadir F 
minimized 
TAC 
1 Utopia 
TAC IC g-all g-0 g-3 
0.0 0.0 6.72 3.65 2.73 
Note, that for a two-criteria problem it is possible to calculate a true Nadir point. How- 
ever, this is generally not possible for a problem with more than two criteria (cf e.g. [.5] for 
more details). Therefore, the row labeled ATadir in the above table does not provide a true 
Nadir point, but instead it is based on the v~orst values of the respective criteria obtained 
for the Pareto-solutions computed. This is why, for example, the TAC component is equal 
to  11.2 in the above pay-off table, while its true value should be at  least 18.26 (cf the 
pay-off table for the two criteria problem). 
A payoff-table can then be used as a guide for the evaluation of the trade-offs among a 
number of criteria, which is done by a series of reference point selections. A typical starting 
point is to choose the utopia point as the first reference point, representing a compromise 
solution for all the criteria. Doing so results in the DO and NH.1 concentrations (labeled 1 
ant1 2. respectively) shown in Figure 10. 
From here, it might be reasonable to compare the trade-off between total annual cost 
and investment cost. Selecting the appropriate reference points to favor one of these at 
a time provides the results shown in Figure 11. Though the DO levels are quite similar 
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Figure 10: D0[1]  and NH4[2] concentrations for first compromise solution. (TAC = 4.47, 
IC = 4.5) 
- 1 
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Figure 11: DO concentra.tions for [ I ]  TAC = 6.03, IC = 2.5 and [2] TAC = 5.16. IC = 6.7 
along the river, it is interesting to  note that the results were obtained with significantly 
different levels of investment cost. 
Similar trade-off analyses with respect to the different water quality criteria or the 
water quality in different stretches of the river would also be interesting, but for the sake 
of brevity will be omitted here. For the same reason the analyses presented here are done 
only for the Nitra river despite the fact that the actual computations have been made for 
the basin composed of four rivers. 
The results presented in this Section illustrate the potential application of both sce- 
nario analysis and MCDA metl~odologies and tools for waste water management in the 
Nitra Basin and for similar case studies. 
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8 Conclusion 
The research reported in this paper was performed during the three-month YSSP 1993. 
However, a substantial part of this research was completed in September after the YSSP 
was finished, with the authors located in different countries cooperating intensively via 
internet. 
Critical problems for any DSS applied to regional water quality management are the 
quality of the data and the formulation of the mathematical model. To check our data and 
model formulation, we compared the results from our model with the results obtained from 
other models developed by our colleagues from the WAT Project. Although our model 
is much simpler, and no formal model calibration has been performed, the key results 
(with the same data and assumptions) were judged reasonable upon comparison with the 
more complex model15. This statement does not imply that our simpler model is better. 
On the contrary, important data used in our model has been provided by more complex 
models. However, our simple model-based DSS can complement more complex models by 
helping identify dominated solutions and by providing insight to the sensitivity of decisioil 
outcomes to various model parameters. This shows the value of the approach developed 
by WAT Project: developing a "family" of models of varying complexity can make it 
possible to rely on a relatively simple, yet adequate, management model in a DSS. 
The results discussed in Section 7 illustrate the potential of two types of tools for 
decision support: 
First, the object-oriented development tool ORVAN, which was programmed in a short 
time for a new application area. Despite a lack of experience in water quality modeling, 
we were able to use ORVAK for efficient data processing, fast prototyping of the model 
formulation, and scenario analysis. 
Second, a problem specific generator for generating selected types of optimization prob- 
lems. A modular MIP solver MOMIP was used to solve the corresponding optimization 
problem. The public domain software GNUPLOT was used for creating plots of results. 
In order to make this possible, a postprocessor was written for extracting the necessary 
data from the MOMIP output file. So far, four types of problems have been implemented 
(two single-criterion and two multi-criteria), but other types can easily be added. 
lye think that this research has resulted in some interesting results which call provide 
a basis for continuing this activity at IIASA. Obviously, verification of the model used in 
our research and comparison wit11 the results obtained from other models developed in 
the MTAT Project (e.g. ['SS, 291) will be required. Most likely, we will need to run botli 
the simulation and optimization with a new set of data which is being compiled by the 
WAT Project. 
If the tools and methodology developed in this research are recognized as useful in the 
activities of the \.VAT Project, we suggest the following topics for further work: 
Improvement of the functionality and efficiency of the ORL'AN application and im- 
plementation of heuristics supporting scenario analysis. In particular it might be 
interesting to deal with issues of coordination problems (cf Section 4.4). Increasing 
user-friendliness, and developing more flexible capabilities for scenario generation 
ant1 analysis should obviously be also done. 
Development of a user-friendly, stand-alone tool for data modification. 
15PVe cannot offer any quantified comparisolis because, a t  the time this research was performed, t,he 
WAT Project models and data were still under development. 
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a Development of a user-friendly interface for the optimization problem generator. 
Implementation of a tool supporting interactive multicriteria analysis. This can be 
done on the basis of the tool presented in [4]. Such a tool should support basic 
functions for MCDA, including the selection of reference points upon analysis of 
previous results, the choice of an achievement function from several alternatives, 
and the selection of criteria to be considered. 
a Assessment of the value of incorporating new criteria into the multiple criteria de- 
cision problem. Some ideas include the following: 
1. Grouping nodes on the river according to the desired water use and considering 
the water quality of each group to be an individual criterion. 
2. Including economic incentives in the problem formulation. 
3. Adding a "risk" criterion (such as minimization of the derivative of DO wit11 
respect to the reaeration coefficient) in order to deal with model uncertainty 
more directly in the decision-making process. 
4. Perhaps meeting with decision-makers to design a DSS in better accordance with 
their backgrounds and needs. 
a All of the optimization problems generated during this research have been solved 
efficiently (we have not recorded times, hut each problem was solved in less than 
one minute) by the current version of MOAIIP. However, for more computationally 
intensive problems, special ordered sets (SOS) should be used. This technique is 
alreadj. implemented in ~ T O M I P ,  but modification of tlie generator and additional 
tests of this option may be necessary. 
The above list is based on tlie experience gained so far and can be easily adapted to tlie 
actual needs of the MTAT Project. 
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9 Appendix: Mat hematical Programming Problem 
This Appendix contains a formulation of the mathematical programming problem equiv- 
alent to  the formulatioll in Section 2. Section 9.1 contains equations convert,ed to the 
form corresponding to  the standard formulation of an LP (Linear Programming) prob- 
lem. Section 9.2 contains definitions of names used for rows and columns in the LP 
problem formulation. Finally, Section 9.3 contains definitions of goal functions used for 
different optimization problen~s. 
9.1 Conversion of equations 
The equations defined so far have been defined in a way that that is easy to  interpret. 
However, most of them ha,d to  be converted to  a form t,hat is accepted for the formulation 
of an optimization problem. In order to  document those conversions, all of the equations 
used for in the definition of optimization problems are listed below in this new form. 
To remind the reader, the followillg definition of sets is being used in the equations: 
M - is set of indices of all monitoring nodes 
E - is set of indices of all emissions nodes 
J - is set of indices of all nodes 
L - is set of indices of all water quality constituents 
Ii'(j) - is set of indices of all technologies considered at the emissions node j 
I ( j )  - is set of indices of all nodes located immediately up-stream of node j 
The  indices of water quality, 1, are as follows: 
0. DO, dissolved oxygen 
1. CBOD, carbonaceous biological oxygen demand 
2. NBOD, nitrogeneous biological oxygen demand 
3. NH4, ammonia 
4. P, dissolved phosphorous 
5. SOD, sediment oxygen demand. 
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The only equa.tion without changes is eq ( I ) :  
Equation ( 2 ) ,  wqjo = (aqsjo - aqjo)/~qsjo is converted to: 
Equation ( 3 ) ,  wqjl = (aqjl - aqsjl)/aqsjl is converted to: 
Equation ( 4 ) ,  gl = m a x j E ~ ( w q j l )  is converted to: 
and equation (5) gall = m a ~ ~ ~ [ ~ , ~ ~ ( g l )  is converted to: 
Consult Section 9.3 for a.dditiona1 information ahou t the last two conversions. 
Equation (6) 
now has the form: 
= DOsai, - l . / Q j  * C Qi * (TCio  * DOsati + TCpi5SOD,)  j t J 
i € I ( l )  
where SOD; is a given SOD a t  i-th node. 
Equation (7),  aqjl = bj l  + TCilaqilQi + e j l ) / Q j  is converted to: 
aqjl - (ejl + C TCilaqiiQi)/Qj = bji 1 t [ I ,  41 j t J 
i € I ( j )  
and it is assumed that  TCi3 = TCi2 and TCi4 = 1. 
Equation ( 9 ) ,  ejl = qj CkEl;(j) xjkenxjlk is converted to: 
Equation ( l o ) ,  Inzlj = xkEl;(j) .~jkICjk takes the form: 
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Equation (ll) ,  OMj  = CkEh.(j) x kOMC',k is now: 
Equation (12), TACj  = [r(r + l ) " / ( ( r  + 1)" - l)]Iizvj + OM, is now: 
Equation (13), T o t J n v  = CjEE Inv j  is converted to: 
T o t J n v  - x Inuj  = 0. 
j EE 
Equation (14), Tot-OAl = CjEE OM, is now: 
Equation (15), Tot T A C  = CjEE TAC, becomes: 
Tot iTAC - x TAC, = 0. 
jEE 
9.2 Names in the MPS formulation 
9.2.1 General remarks 
All names are generated automatically by the problem generator, and their compositions 
are currently pre-specified according to the following rules: 
a Names are composed of an id followed by a node number (j) and a constituent number 
(1). For rows related to  a multicriteria problem, a criterion number is used. Whenelver 
any of these numbers is not relevant. it is skipped. 
a Numbers are counted from 0. 
a Name's id and numbers are separated by - (an underscore). 
a Every name is exactly 8 characters long, so dots are appended to any name which is 
shorter than 8 characters. 
9.2.2 Rows 
The following id's are used for the rows, which are generated in the sequence given below. 
The  variables 11-nodes, IL-n~on,  and n - e m n ~  denote the the number of all nodes, monitor- 
ing, and emission nodes, respectively. The variables n-waste and iz-crit are the numbers 
of water quality constituents and criteria, respectively. 
goal - one goal function row, 
x - n-emm rows for eq. (11, 
<MCR - n-crit rows for conversion of multicrit,eria problem into an equivalent single 
criterion (cf e.g. [17] for the description of the applied conversion method),  
g-all - n-waste rows for eq. (34),  
g - n m o n  * n-waste rows for eq. (33), 
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wq - n m o n  * n-waste rows for eq. (32), 
aq - n a o d e s  * n-waste rows for eq. (35) and (36), 
e - n-emm * n-waste rows for eq. (37)' 
inv - n-emm rows for eq. (38), 
om - n-emm rows for eq. (39), 
tac - n-emm rows for eq. (do), 
totinv - n-emm rows for eq. (41), 
tot-om - n-emm rows for eq. (42), 
tot-tac - n-emm rows for eq. (43). 
9.2.3 Columns 
The following id's are used for the columns, which are generated in the sequence given 
below. In addition to the numbers defined in the previous section, n-tech denotes the 
number of all technologies considered at all emission points. 
x - n-emm * n-waste columns for decision variables 
<M-CRIT - one column for conversion of multicriteria problem into an equivalent single 
criterion, 
g-all - one columns for the regional water quality index gall 
g - n-waste columns for water quality indices (for each type of waste), 
wq - n m o i l  * n-wa.ste columns for wat'er qua,lity indices, 
aq - n a o d e s  * n-waste columns for ambient water quality concentrations, 
e - n-emm * (n-waste - 1)  columns16 for amounts of discharged constituents, 
inv - n-emm columns for investment costs, 
om - n-emm columns for 06 tM costs, 
tac - n-emm columns for TAC, 
totinv - one column for total investment costs, 
tot-om - one column for total 0 6 t M  costs, 
tot-tac - one column for total TAC. 
16No columns are generated for DO. 
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9.3 Goal functions in the MPS formulation 
There is a predefined coefficient c (currently set to 0.001) which is used for conversion of 
equations (41, ( 5 )  into equations (33), (34) respectively. Therefore, unless the respective 
term enters the goal function because of the definition of a single criterion problem or of 
the achievement scalarizing function, for every formulation the goal function is augmented 
by the term: 
n-waste 
For single criterion problems, the goal functions contain either tot-tac or gall, depending 
on whether the minimization of costs or of the regional water quality index is performed. 
For the definition of a goal function for the multicriteria, problems, consult [17]. 
